Issue 7 Winter 2005
Nordic Tugs announces their 25th anniversary and the addition of a flybridge 37
and 42 in their 2005 line of tug-style yachts. During the past 25 years, Nordic Tugs
has built over 600 yachts ranging from 26 to 52 feet. These rugged, handsome and
beautifully built tugs have become the nation’s favorite trawler.
The new flybridge 37 and 42 offer a commanding view while underway or
sitting at anchor. The flybridge provides protection from the elements even at
the higher speeds that Nordic Tugs are capable of cruising. The “L” shaped settee
offers ample seating and storage. The response has been overwhelming, with
a majority of next year’s production to be flybridge models.
The upper helm features two electronics cabinets which raise & lower to protect
the navigation electronics, switches, bow thruster & electronic engine controls. The
boats also feature a handsome mast for the antennas and navigation lights. The
layout of the flybridge is well thought-out with access on the port side leading to
the port ladder and the aft deck. This design allows storage of a dinghy on the
starboard side of the boat deck. The fit and finish of the flybridge is classic
Nordic Tugs quality. The Nordic Tugs 52 is also available with a flybridge.
A chariot bridge just aft of the pilothouse is available on the 32.
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On January 16th, 2005 Nordic Tugs will celebrate…

25 Years of Evolution & Refinement
Well, we’ve made it through the summer
and fall boat show season with the new
2005 models on display. Thanks to all who
came by the boats to say hello and to view
the changes!
To celebrate Nordic Tugs 25th anniversary, we’ve made some new and exciting
modifications. The first thing you’ll notice is
the sparkling new hull and house color we
call Oyster (off white). Most everyone that
sees it comments about the great, bright, new
look. The other big exterior change is the
new rub rails with 316 stainless steel inserts.
It really adds shine to the boats.
All models have new rocker-style
switches on the helm panels, and three 8speed wiper switches that include windshield
washer buttons. The DC main power circuits
are now switched with power solenoids
including an extra for paralleling the house and
start banks. Combining the batteries is done
with a momentary switch at the helm. These
new power solenoid relays also have a manual
override on them, should they ever fail.
For those who have the need to spend

time out in the open, we’ve added an
optional flying bridge to the 37 and 42
models. The new bridge is forward on the
pilothouse top for superior visibility. The
upper helm has two new pop-up, hideaway
panels for mounting electronics and engine
and thruster controls, switches and gauges.
Standard seating on the bridge includes an
“L” shaped lounge and swivel helm chair.
Storage is provided under the settee and
bridge console. Also included with this
option is a standard hinged mast for
mounting lights and optional radar unit.
The 37 Nordic Tug model has received
the most dramatic changes inside with a new
galley layout and helm console. We’ve
separated the refrigerator and freezer into
two under-counter units forward and aft in
the galley. This gives the boat a more open
and brighter feel, and larger freezer capacity!
A large single basin Corianâ sink is now
standard and is conveniently located in the
aft starboard corner with large cabinet
underneath. We’ve added a counter top
forward over the refrigerator with a cabinet

The beautiful salon is both practicle and comfortable.

on top for a standard R230W Sharp
microwave and two teak shelves. On the
back of the port helm seat, we’ve added a
handy teak magazine rack as well.
Moving forward, the helm seats have
had some minor changes with fixed backs.
The helm console has been redesigned as
well to accommodate more and larger
monitors. The mounting face for the
electronics is recessed and is more vertical to
improve visibility in bright sunlight. The

The new optional flybridge provides
excellent visibility and an entertainment
area with generous seating. Convenient
flip-up weatherproof instrument panels
protect controls and electronics.

The pilothouse helm station of the Nordic
tugs 37 features a recessed instrument
panel which eliminates glare and
positions instruments for easy
viewing and operation.
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lower panel, with engine monitoring gauges
and switches, has also been redesigned with
the new switch styles. The standard engine
control unit is now the redesigned ZF Mathers
9000 Series MicroCommander, which includes
many of the same functions as the fully
electronic CruiseCommand system.
Over all, we think the new function
safety, quality and appearance of the 2005
model year boats will add new vitality to
the fleet.

The new 37 floorplans shown
with optional flybridge layout.
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San Diego

Big Fun Adventures
Last December, Jim Cress, his wife,
Stephanie, and a crew of two sailed his 52foot Nordic Tug, Big Fun, out of San Diego
harbor headed toward his Nordic Tugs
dealership located in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, a 5500 mile journey. Big Fun and
her crew proved up to the challenge,
completing the trip in just 39 days.
The excitement was still in his voice as
Cress eagerly related his adventure - hidden
villages, jungle scenes and fabulous days
out on the ocean.
What Cress calls the first significant
stop on their journey was Penacatitas.
Here, Cress and his crew went up-river in
their inflatable tender, on a “jungle cruise”,
complete with trees and vines closing in
over the top of the river, eventually opening
into a lagoon with access to the beach-side
village. The next stop was Huatulco, a small
fishing community further down the
mainland coast of Mexico. Huatulco, still
largely unspoiled by tourism (though a
cruise ship dock was nearing completion
during their visit), served as a fuel stop,
with the crew enjoying lunch and the
afternoon ashore in town and indulging in
much needed overnight rest.
Too soon Big Fun and her crew were on
the way south to Guatemala and El Salvador.
As they were leaving Penacatitas, the
Harbormaster warned them that conditions
were pretty bad further south in the Gulf of
Tehuantepec. He was right - they encountered bad weather for about 20-30 hours! But
Big Fun was up to it, and soon enough they
came through the storm and docked at Bahia
de Jiquilisco. Bahia de Jiquilisco is an
estuary—the river dumps into salt water.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to chart the
channel so Cress had to call for assistance to
the Barias Marina, who sent out a man in a
ponga to lead them up the river.
While the area might be primitive—
there’s no electricity here!—the Barias
Marina has great facilities, including a
restaurant, fuel docks and a complete
resort. Pongas provide taxi service between
the marina and the boats, which are all on
mooring buoys. Even though the marina
facilities are really great, the local villages
survive on fishing and agriculture rather
than tourism. The facility manager,
Herberto, gave Jim and Stephanie a tour of
the facility, which covers about 100 acres or
so. Then he put them in a plane and flew
him over the area, which included sights of
El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Honduras. The
flight lasted for over an hour and a half,
during which Stephanie enjoyed taking
plenty of pictures.
They next day they embarked for
Panama, and on the way ran into another
one of those “oh my gosh” type of storms,
a condition known locally as the
Papagayos. After crossing Golfo Nicoya
(another “oh my gosh!”) in Costa Rica, the
next stop was Los Sueños in Costa Rica.
Talk about contrast – the minute you step
outside the resort compound, you find
yourself in a real jungle setting where you
might encounter anything from tremendous natural beauty to any number of truly
wild animals. They also visited Jaco, a
renowned surfer village for both the locals
and tourists from around the globe.
Big Fun and her crew had no problems
in Panama. Cress explained that he hired

Big Fun parked in Huatulco, a fishing community along the coast of Mexico.

an agent to get them through the canal.
When negotiating this stretch of water, a
transit advisor gets on the boat and guides
you through the entire process. Big Fun
and her crew spent a couple of days in
Panama owing to the holidays (Christmas),
before they headed off to San Andrés, 250
miles northeast.
They stayed in San Andrés, which
belongs to Columbia, for nine days
because of inclement weather. This town,
Cress claims, is the high point of the trip.
His liaison at this port was 72 year old
custom agent Thomas Livingston. A
native of the island, Livingston told the
Cresses that his father started the local
Baptist Church there in the nineteenth
century. Jim and Stephanie decided to
attend the church.“Awesome experience,”
Cress exclaimed. “There’s hardly another
way to describe it.”
What is the town like? Dirt streets,
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everyone rides on scooters—even families
of four on a scooter. They saw one saw
family on a scooter, and noticed that the
young daughter was carrying a cake!
After St. Andrés, they traveled up the east
coast of Nicaragua and Costa Rica, landing in
Roatan, an island off the North coast of
Honduras. But this was only a fuel stop, and
soon they were headed on up the coast of
Mexico. After Roatan, one could sail to Rio
Dulce where Tarzan was filmed, Cress
explained. He would like to go see it some day.
Since they were traveling at night, their
only view of Belize was on the radar screen.
Big Fun continued north off the east coast of
Belize back into Mexico on the Caribbean
side. They did not stop at Cancun, one of
the principle cities on that side of the coast.
Instead they stopped at Isla Mujeres,
“Island of the Weeping Women”.
From here, they transited the 550 miles
across the Yucutan Channel and the

Rock wall ruins in
Panama of an 18th
century military fort.

A container ship
pulling into a lock
in Panama, notice
the tight fit.

Ft. Lauderdale
Panama City

Cabo San Lucas
Straits of
Florida, skirting the
Puerta Vallarta
northern coast of Cuba at a
respectable (and legal!!)
distance. This last leg was
really tough. The weather
quickly deteriorated as a squall
moved in. During the storm, the bimini
Acapulco
Huatulco
was badly damaged - by mountainous seas,
more than the wind. The largest piece to
survive the storm was the size of a handkerchief. Running at night across the Yucatan
Channel and through the reef strewn waters
of the Florida Straits was difficult enough,
wanted a tug like Big Fun.” Cress added. “She
and the going wasn’t made any easier when
was a complete novelty, attracting lots of
the radar went out because the bimini had
attention, admiration and inspiring dreams.”
become tangled in it. But Big Fun brought
So what is in store for Big Fun in the
them home safe and sound.
future? Cress smiled and shook his head.
Would he do this trip again? “Oh, yes.
He’s not sure he and Big Fun are finished with
But next time he would take at least three
the Northwest. Of course, he added, he hasn’t
months, though preferably six, for such a
traveled the Eastern seaboard yet either.
journey. “Everywhere they went, people
For now, the Cress’ plans include a two-week

Isla Mujeres

Roatan

Bahia
Jiquilisco

Los Suenes
Costa Rica

trip to the Bahamas in
July—just for play this time.
Big Fun is a great boat, he said,
and he and Stephanie enjoy the
Bahamas.
“Who knows,” he laughed,
“I just may not want to come back!”

San Andres

Panama
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The Fountain of Youth
The good news as Nordic Tugs
reaches its 25th birthday, is that many
Nordic Tugs, while mature, display the
same quality and performance as when
originally launched. This maintains resale
value. The bad news is that while Nordics
never go out of style, their gelcoat may
look a little long in the tooth.
Thanks to the “Fountain of Youth”
paints known as polyurethanes, it’s not a
fatal affliction. And with Nordic Tugs’
high resale value, it makes sense to
repaint, from both an aesthetic and

layer of gelcoat revealing “fresh” gelcoat
below. Of course, this may not work for
deeply oxidized gelcoat and can only be
done so many times.
For many, polishing gelcoat is an
annual rite of spring. But having a pro to
do it may be a better alternative. They
have industrial compounds and buffing
machines that make short, effective work
of it. The cost for having it done ranges
dramatically, from less than $500 to a
couple thousand or more, depending on
the condition and size of the boat.

their paint job For example, what prep
work is done and how many coats are
applied? As with any painting, preparation
is the key to a glossy, long lasting finish.
A word about painters: for the most
part, individual painters buy and maintain their own tools, and are meticulous
by nature. While it may not call for
Michelangelo, yacht painting does require
exceptional preparation and patience to
do it right. Good painters are usually
proud to show their work.

Choosing the Paint

...with Nordic Tugs’ high
resale value, it makes sense
to repaint...
financial sense. In most cases, the resale
value of the boat increases more than the
price of the paint job.
You could go to a boat yard, pick a
color and say, “do it.” But a little homework
beforehand can make the experience, and
finish, that much better. We consulted
with Mike Benedict, Operations Director of
Driscoll Boat Works on Shelter Island,
California and Doug Domenie, General
Manager of Brewers Dauntless Shipyard in
Essex, Connecticut, to get more detailed
information. Both yards have done superb
paint jobs on Nordic Tugs.
Don’t Shoot First?
Gelcoat fades and gets chalky because
of sun, salt and oxidation. Using a
polishing compound rubs off the oxidized

Choosing the Painter
This is the most important step.
Suffice it to say finding a good boat painter
can be more difficult to find and nearly as
important as a good doctor. Ask around. If
your neighbor just showed up with a nice
paint job, find out who did it. Call your
dealer or broker and ask for several names.
It is worth the effort to view a
prospective painter’s work. Ask to see a
boat comparable to yours and give it a
thorough inspection. Is the finish adequate
and consistent? Was the painting around
fittings carefully done? Are the lines
adjoining the boot stripe straight with no
flashing or overrun?
Ask about the equipment. Will the
paint be done indoors or outdoors? In
warmer climates, such as Shelter Island,
the work can be performed outdoors in a
screened area. Some have large climatecontrolled paint shops.
Ask exactly what is included with

A two-part polyurethane paint sets
the standard for boat painting. Basically,
there are two types, acrylic urethane and
polyester urethane. The acrylic urethane
can be easier to apply and easier to repair.
The polyester urethane tends to be
tougher and longer lasting. Both types are
perfectly good paints.
There are several quality paint
manufacturers and some names you’ll
recognize. Awlgrip, Imron, DuPont and

Before and after the new gel coat…Dosen’t Tuffy look beautiful
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Sterling are all similar and will produce
great results with proper application. Each
yard has its preference, and sometimes
painters themselves have a preference.
It’s smart to follow the expert’s advice.
Sometimes certain colors come out
better with different paints. Benedict, for
instance, explains that his yard only uses
Imron for metallic stripes.
One consideration is that it’s usually
best to let the yard work with what
they’re accustomed to. For instance,
Brewers uses all Awlgrip products,
applied exactly as advised by the
manufacturer.
Although white (or light) colors resist
fading the best, colored paints are much
more successful in holding their original
finish than are gel coats. Again, seek
your painter’s advice on how many years
they believe is typical.
One interesting note is that even at
the boat manufacturing stage, polyurethanes are being used. If a buyer really
wants a long-lasting colored hull, some
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Preparation

Clockwise from top left:

The painters we talked to generally
don’t want you to do any of the
preparation work, as it’s critical enough
that they need to do it themselves.
One area that the owner might be of
help is in removing any vinyl tapes or
residues. A more ambitious project
would be to remove any hardware or
fittings that might be in the way. Again,
it all depends on the painter you’ve put
your trust in.

The beautiful freshly painted bright red hull
breaths new life into this Nordic Tug.

Shine on

In the paint shop masked off awaiting paint.
Tuffy before her new paint job.

manufacturers arrange for the vessel to be
painted before delivery.

Price
While prices vary, a good paint
job is not cheap. It’s imperative to
understand exactly what’s involved
in preparation, paint color and the
number of coats. Ask if haulout and
layover costs are included. As
Domenie points out, one owner’s
idea of perfection may not be the
same as another’s, so clear that up
as early as possible.
Other factors include pricing in
that region and boat’s condition.
Brewers Dauntless’ initial
estimates are based on $200/linear
foot. This includes all preparation,
primer and three, perhaps four, finish

coats. It does not include boot stripes.
For a Nordic Tug 37 it’s about $7,200.
At Driscoll the estimates are given
at $30 per square foot. Costs for the
Nordic Tug 37 would be (freeboard x
length x two sides x $30), or 4.5 x 37 x 2
x 30 = $9,990. This includes filling any
hollows and two coats of high-build
epoxy primer. If there is extra prep, add
25% to the overall cost. The price does
not include haulout or scaffolding.
Pricing can vary greatly by region.
Every yard is different, but expect the job to
take anywhere from 10 days to three weeks.
Be wary of cheap or “low ball” estimates.
If fading topsides don’t convince you to
paint, perhaps the math is. For less than 4%
of the value of the boat, it will look great and
more than likely gain more than 4% in
additional value.

Once your revitalized tug comes
home, a little work is in order. The good
news is that, unlike gelcoat, you’re not
even supposed to buff and wax the new

finish. Buffing scratches the finish and
gives dirt a place to grab.
The best tip of all? Always rinse
your boat off with clean fresh water,
especially after being splashed and
exposed to salt water. This alone will give
the finish additional years of glossy life.
Cleaning occasionally with a mild soap
and a non-abrasive cloth or sponge is also
a good idea. Manufacturers may also
recommend or offer various sealers and
cleaners that work well with their paint.
We’re happy to see that Nordic Tugs
are aging so well, and we’re happy to see
that owners love them and hang on to
them. And while there are always boat
projects, none will bring as big a smile to
your face as bright new topsides.

Sad News
Nordic Tugs mourns the
passing of Lynn Senour on
Sunday September 19th. Lynn
was a talented boat designer
from the Northwest who was
responsible many famous boats
including the Marlineer, Grandy
28, Delta Charter boats and
Nordic Tugs. Lynn’s designs
were a departure from the slow,
displacement hulls of the time. Many were fast semi-displacement hulls which
were seaworthy, comfortable and handsome.
Nordic Tugs was fortunate to partner with Lynn in 1979 to design the 26
which was a huge success. Since then, Lynn designed each of the succeeding Nordic
Tug models. Nordic Tugs’ success and longevity is due in part to the great hull
designs and keen market insights by Lynn Senour.
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Tech Tips

Bob Shamek - Nordic Tugs Marketing Department.

PSS Shaft Seal
Well, we have been hearing from many of
you about the PSS shaft seals, by PYI,
about how they work and what causes
them to fail. As we build our Nordic Tugs
to achieve speeds in excess of 12 knots,
we use the high-speed version and plumb
it with cooling water from the main engine
per the installation instruction. The PSS
shaft seal should not leak or drip at all
when the boat is at rest. However while
running during the break-in period you
may see some fine spray with black
carbon in it. The carbon comes off the
fixed carbon seal that is attached to the
bellows as it seats itself against the
rotating shaft collar. If you are seeing any
more than that then the seal faces should
be cleaned or refaced. If you hear a highpitch squeal during operation you should
check the water supply to the seal.
However, the grounding brush on the
propeller shaft will also make a squealing
noise at times so remember to check it too.
Now if your shaft seal is dripping at rest
some foreign material is on the face of the
seal between the SS rotor and the carbon
flange. To correct this pull back on the
bellows and carbon flange (do not touch
the flange or rotor faces) and work a rag in
between the flanges. Then pull it around
the shaft between the flanges. This will
allow water to flush the foreign materials
from between the sealing surfaces.
Remember water will enter the boat when
you are performing this process. Remove

PSS Shaft Seal Packless Sealing System is a
maintenance-free dripless stuffing box and
packing gland replacement for sailboat and
power boat drivetrains.

the rag and the leaking should stop. You
may be wondering why I said not to touch
the faces. Oil will cause the seal to leak
even the natural oil on your fingers.
If you think or know that the SS rotor
has moved up on the shaft you will need
to check the amount of compression in the
bellows. The bellows should have one
inch of compression in it. The only way to
test this is to remove the locking setscrews
in the SS rotor and slide it up the shaft
toward the shaft coupling until the
bellows is relaxed. This can be accomplished when the boat is in the water but
be sure to have safe guards in place to keep

8

For more info. about PSS shaft seals
contact PYI Inc. at
www.pyiinc.com
Phone them at 425-355-3669

Dingy Davits for Nordic Tugs
Low profile dingy davits by Cap Sante Marine feature
convenient 12 volt “push-button” operation, out-ofthe-way salon roof location for davit/dingy and
best of all… they leave your transom uncluttered.
The PSS Shaft Seal is a mechanical seal that
uses a self-aligning carbon-graphite stator to
ensure a 100% watertight seal with proven
reliability. This seal will eliminate shaft wear
and minimize corrosion. Available for shafts
from 3/4" to 3 3/4" (22mm to 95mm). Larger
sizes are available.

Call for information.

800 422 5794
Cap Sante Marine, LTD
www.capsante.com
e-mail: info@capsante.com
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incoming water to a minimum. Slide the
SS rotor up to the bellows, mark the shaft
with a pencil, and slide the rotor one more
inch and tighten the setscrews.
To ensure that the rotor does not
move up the shaft you can put some type
of clamp in front of the rotor like split
shaft zinc. The fine people at PYI said to
use a SS clamp but those could rust and
cause corrosion on the shaft.

2/15/32, 2:31 AM

arine, LTD

For the Love of our Tug!
1997: On the beach and four years of
looking for a boat on the brokerage market,
frustrated that every vessel I found and
liked my wife found reason to reject. We
went, as has been our custom, to the Fort
Lauderdale Boat Show held in early
November. I was determined to purchase
a vessel, in the 36’ to 42’ range. Our
previous vessel was a 36’, twin engine, aft
cabin motor yacht. Preferably constructed
in North America, the next boat would
most likely be new; and by all reasonable,
sensible projections, given our ages and
other interests, our third and last owned
boat. With my 15 years of experience in
boating, I knew that I wanted a diesel
powered cruising vessel that could cruise
between 10 and 12 knots.
Louise was rejecting, every boat I
fancied. The second day at the show, I
said, “Pick out any boat you want and we’ll
buy it!” Without hesitation, she led me to
a 32’ Nordic Tug. Indeed, it met all of my
criteria and in fact was considerably less
expensive than I had planned on spending. She said that it was more than
adequate in roominess and, considering
that she had commandeered about three
quarters of the closet space in our home, I
said, “if you can live within this hull, I
certainly can too.”
Our new 1999 32’ Nordic Tug was
delivered at the end of September, 1998.
It turned out that she had seen and liked
a Nordic Tug on our trip to Alaska; she
never forgot it, nor had she mentioned
it to me over the years of my
fruitless searching.

Les Rothman

2003: Now we are both retired and have
the time to cruise. Louise comes across a
notice in PassageMaker Magazine that they
are sponsoring a cruise to the Northern
Abacos in early June. The cruise is a flotilla
of about 25 private seaworthy craft
crossing from West Palm Beach to West
End, Grand Bahama Island. (A report of
this venture appeared in PassageMaker
Magazine, October, 2003).
The flotilla met near the end of May in
West Palm Beach for three days of plan-

“Pick out any boat you
want and we’ll buy it!”
without hesitation
she led me to a
32’ Nordic Tug.
ning, provisioning and conviviality and
then cruised east on a tranquil sea. The
two weeks in the Abacos passed rapidly
and without any unpleasantness. However
the return trip from West End, this time to
Fort Pierce, was somewhat less than
smooth with 4 to 6 foot quartering seas
from the south and numerous rain squalls.
Out of radio, visual and radar contact with
the rest of the fleet for most of our
nor’westing, we were reasonably comfortable, dry and confident of our safety aboard
our Nordic Tug. We cruised north, from
Fort Pierce, spent a few weeks at the Conch
House Marina, in St. Augustine and then
brought our R AUTUMN SAGA down the

St. Johns River to the Ortega
Yacht Club Marina south of
Jacksonville.
In spite of our great
fondness for our 32’ Nordic
Tug and the fact that she was
virtually trouble free after five
years we were feeling the need
for a larger vessel. We were
planning to go to the Ft.
Lauderdale Boat Show to look
at the latest equipment and to Les & Louise Rothman aboard their 37’ Tug, Autuman Saga.
meet some acquaintances we’d
met on the Bahamas cruise. This was an
were noncommittal at the time, so I put an
annual event for us… right? We saw an
advertisement on the a web sight in case
advertisement for a 2001 37’ Nordic Tug at
someone might want to buy my boat. We
the show, I called the broker, figuring we’d be
received a call from the couple in the class.
down there anyway so why not take a look.
“So you’re really serious about selling your
Our initial impression was not favorable, at
boat; we saw your advertisement on the
least to my wife. The boat had been
web sight! When can we see it?”
completely customized with their personal
We met the couple at our berth on the
taste and initially we felt that everything was
Ortega River. The wife fell in love within
over the top.
moments of boarding, and a few days later,
We went home and thought about it,
in the next class, they committed to buying
then returned for a second look. After six
her. We were now able to buy our 37’.
hours aboard, examining every aspect, I
We’ve had many great adventures on
mainly below deck, Louise above, saw the
both of our Nordic Tugs, next spring,
beauty in their customizing and told the
“Lord willing and the creek don’t rise,” we’ll
owner if we could sell our boat and his
cruise north up the U. S. East coast.
passed survey, we’d buy it.
My father told me three months before
We joined a USPS Cruise Planning
he died at age 89, “don’t wait until you think
course, and met a couple looking for a
you can afford to do what you want to do
larger vessel. I chanced to tell them about
because, by the time you think you can
our 32’ Nordic Tug which was in perfect
afford it, you won’t be able to do it.” We
condition, well loved and I was only selling
heeded this advice, purchased our Nordic
her to buy a larger Nordic Tug. I gave them
Tugs and have enjoyed every minute of it.
a firm price , and emphasized that there
was nothing for them to “fix up”. They
Les & Louise Rothman
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2004 Nordic Tugs
Rendezvous

For All Your Marine
Service Needs:

The 2004 Nordic Tugs Rendezvous were a great success,
many attendees, great food, and of course lots of Sea Stories.
We would like to extend a big thank you to all the dealers for
hosting the rendezvous, to the owners who organized and attended.

Contact: Pat McCullough,
Marine Field Service
Bus: 425-204-5590
Fax: 425-277-5331

The Solution
You Can Trust!

Cummins Northwest, Inc.
811 SW Grady Way
Renton, WA 98055
donald.p.mccullough@cummins.com
www.cumminsnorthwest.com

Watch for upcoming Rendezvous dates in this issue of Waypoints
or visit www.nordictugs.com and click on News/Rendezvous.

Chesapeake Bay Rendezvous
The Chesapeake rendezvous was held
April 30th thru May 2nd in the quaint
town of St. Michaels, Maryland on the
eastern shore. Close to fifty participants
and seventeen boats attended. Several
owners flew in because their boats were
so far away. Tugs from 26 to 42 were
represented and good times were had by

all. A new 37 was there with the new
owners on their first cruise. Annapolis
Sail Yard planned and hosted the event.
There were several seminars including
Pete Tatro (32 owner) who talked about a
cruise from the Chesapeake to Quebec
City, Canada. This cruise is featured in the
last edition of Waypoints.

Tugs lined up for display in St. Michaels,
Maryland for the Chesapeak Bay Rendezvous.

Flaming Dessert
Shortbread Cookies
Applesauce
Whipped Cream
Sugar Cubes
Lemon Extract
Spread out enough small bowls for the group. Crush 2 or 3 cookies into each
bowl put enough applesauce on to cover the cookies. Zap with the whipped
cream. Dip one sugar cube in the lemon extract and place it in the center of the
whipped cream.
Turn out the lights and light the fire!
Thanks to Kent Fagerstrom for submitting this fun recipe.
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NE Rendezvous
Essex, Ct. was the destination this year for
24 boats and 81 people who attended the
2004 NE Nordic Tugs Rendezvous. The
Wednesday through Friday event in July

Friends and Tugs gather at the NE Rendezvous.

was meticulously planned and executed by
Connie Connor of Wilde Yacht Sales.
Festivities began Wednesday evening with a

rum painkiller party hosted by Bartender
Ben, followed by a potluck dinner and three
outstanding cruise presentations by owners.
Thursday morning there were small
discussion groups covering radar, splicing,
electrical, cooking, canal cruising,
Cummins engines and Nordic Tug issues.
That afternoon everyone took boat tours
and socialized. Tables and umbrellas near
the boats were the central gathering place
where discussions began and often
ending up on one of the tugs. Thursday
night was the main event with a lobster
feed and a raffle.
Following Fridays breakfast, there was
a captains’ meeting to coordinate the
afternoon cruise. Nearly all the boats
paraded up the Essex River to Hamburg
Cove where they rafted in a finely choreographed manner. Great photos and videos
were taken along with more socializing.
Over the next week, Wilde Yacht
Sales led many of the boats on a cruise
around New England. Next years rendezvous is already planned and owners can
find information at
http://www.ct-shoreline.com/ntnoa/
rendezvous.html.

Upcoming Rendezvous
Nordic Tugs 25th Anniversary
At Nordic Tugs Burlington WA
January 16 th 2005

California owners Rendezvous
Benicia CA. Marina and Yacht Club
June 3 rd thru 5 th

SENTOA Rendezvous
Hutchinson Island FL
April 15 th thru 18 th

Northwest Owners Rendezvous
Poulsbo Wa. City dock
July 14 th thru 17 th

Chesapeake Bay Rendezvous
Location TBA
Late April of first of May

Northeast Owners Rendezvous
Essex Island Marina
July 27 th thru 29 th

Attendees of the SE Rendezvous in Ft. Myers. All smiles, wearing their rendezvous T-shirt.

SE Rendezvous
The South East Nordic Tug rendezvous was
held at Ft. Myers, Florida on April 2-4. This
event was planned by the SENTOA owners
association. There were 20 Nordic Tugs and
54 participants who made it to this years
event. Every model was represented including
the first 52 and a restored 26. Several owners
put in a great deal of work, which resulted in a

very successful event. Seminars covering a
variety of topics given by industry professionals and were well attended.
The South East rendezvous continues to
grow with more attendees every year. Strong
friendships have developed between the
owners and more and more group cruises are
happening. Next year the rendezvous will be
held on the East Coast of Florida.

CA Rendezvous
San Francisco Bay June 2004 rendezvous
sun and fun in Alameda at the Encinal
Yacht Club just to the west of Oakland
CA on the estuary. We had 9 tugs on
hand and 40 owners and guest at the
rendezvous enjoying the festivities.
Thanks to Ballena Bay Yacht and the
owners that organized the event.

Tuggers talkin’ Tugs.
(Continued on back cover)
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2004 Nordic Tugs
Rendezvous

The Tug Trim Artist

(Continued from page 11)

NW Rendezvous
Skipper Cress Yacht Sales hosted this years
NW rendezvous in Anacortes and as usual,
was a successful event. 73 Nordic Tugs and
over 200 people attended the sometimes
sunny and sometimes monsoon weather.
Greg Mustari from Skipper Cress planned
this gathering.
A large tent was erected at the top of
the dock for the many events and seminars
held over the weekend. Classes on a variety
of topics were available including CPR and
First Aid where owners could get certified.
Several vendors displayed their wares

including embroidery, jewelry, dinghys and
more. Experts on legal, tax and vessel
documentation were on hand for questions.
Greg even had a diver on hand for those
who needed new zincs or inspections.
Saturday night was the main event
with a dinner at the nearby Northern
Lights Casino. Greg was the Master of
Ceremonies and had no problem entertaining the crew. He has been nominated to
replace Billy Crystal at the Oscars.
Next year the rendezvous will be held
in the quaint town of Poulsbo, Washington.

Tugs lined-up in Cap Sante Marina at the NW rendezvous in Anacortes, Washington.

In each issue, we’ve told you a little bit
about one of our staff members, or a group
with in a department. This time one of
the guys from the 42/52 shop has been
selected. Marcus Walker, trim carpenter
or should I say trim artist like most of the
talented “Trimmies” in the shop. Marcus
has been with Nordic Tugs for four years
and has participated in the design and
construction of the 42 master staterooms
in 2003, and in the 52 staterooms. Besides
being a top-flight craftsman he is also a
leader by example. Marcus is one of those
people in the shop that is always working
on his task. Not just working but getting
things done accurately with you, the future
owner, in mind. He frequently comes up

Upcoming Boat Shows
San Diego In Water Show
January 6 th thru 9 th 2005
www.ballenabayyachts.com
Seattle Winter Boats Afloat Show
January 14 th thru 23 rd 2005
www.skippercress.com
Trawler Fest, Stuart Fl.
January 27 th thru 29 th
www.skippercress.com

The Natural Choice.
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with those little
changes that make
these wonderful
boats even better.
Marcus is like
many of us here at
Nordic Tugs; when
the weather gets
warm the road gear
is all leather when
Marcus Walker
he is riding his
American classic a Harley Davidson. I think
that makes a real statement about Marcus
build the best and ride the best Oh, and his
foul weather drive a full size Ford Bronco.
Some would say that’s a classic too. I hope
you enjoy getting to know another one
of the staff a little more.
West Palm Beach
March 17 th thru 20 th 2005
www.skippercress.com
Newport Beach / LIDO Show
Some time in April date still open
www.ballenabayyachts.com
Bay Bridge Boat Show
Kent Island Marina Maryland
April 22 nd thru 25 th
www.sailyard.com

Strictly Sail Navy Prior, Chicago Ill
Feb 3 rd thru 8 th 2005
www.bbyc.com

Pacific Power Boat Show
Jack London Square Oakland CA
May 1 st thru 4 th
www.ballenabayyachts.com

Miami International Boat Show
February 17 th thru 20 th 2005
www.skippercress.com

Newport Boat Show, RI
May 19th thru 22nd
www.wildeyachts.com

Nordic Tugs, Inc. • 11367 Higgins Airport Way, Burlington,Washington 98233 • 800 388 4517
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Hand crafted in USA.

